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Abstract: A rigorous study on optimized robust control is presented for non-preview (nulling-type)
high-speed tilting rail vehicles. The scheme utilizes sensors on the vehicle’s body, contrary to that
of preview tilt (which uses prior rail track information). Tilt with preview is the industrial norm
nowadays but is a complex scheme (both in terms of inter-vehicle signal connections and when it
comes to straightforward fault detection). Non-preview tilt is simple (as it essentially involves an
SISO control structure) and more effective in terms of (the localization of) failure detection. However,
the non-preview tilt scheme suffers from performance limitations due to non-minimum-phase zeros
in the design model (due to the compound effect of the suspension dynamic interaction and sensor
combination used for feedback control) and presents a challenging control design problem. We
proposed an optimized robust control design offering a highly improved non-preview tilt perfor-
mance via a twofold model representation, i.e., (i) using the non-minimum phase design model
and (ii) proposing a factorized design model version with the non-minimum phase characteristics
treated as uncertainty. The impact of the designed controllers on tilt performance deterministic
(curving acceleration response) and stochastic (ride quality) trade-off was methodically investigated.
Nonlinear optimization was employed to facilitate fine weight selection given the importance of the
ride quality as a bounded constraint in the design process.

Keywords: tilting trains; robust control; optimization; mixed sensitivity; robust performance; ac-
tive suspensions

MSC: 93D09; 93B36; 93B52; 93C95; 37N35

1. Introduction

With the majority of existing high-speed train services in Europe equipped with tilt
and growing interest in high-speed trains [1–3], as well as recent developments in metro
systems [4], the concept of tilting trains has proven successful and is well established in
modern railway vehicle technology.

The tilting principle is relatively simple: on track corners, the vehicle body is typically
leaned inward by means of a tilting mechanism in order to reduce passenger lateral
acceleration levels. This enables a higher-speed operation through the track corner, and
thus a journey time reduction (in fact, the benefit of tilt is greatly seen on railway routes
with a high frequency of corners). Advances in control engineering have tremendously
benefited active tilting train system technology, with the implementation of active control
to achieve the tilt action [5,6].

Early attempts in designing tilting train controllers used what was called the “nulling”
tilt control strategy [7], which involves feedback control from a single lateral accelerometer
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positioned on the body of the relevant (with reference to needed tilt) passenger vehicle.
While the scheme was rather straightforward to implement, trials showed that it was
challenging to execute a quick enough response on curve transitions without degrading
the ride quality on (straight) track misalignments, as well as system stability.

Today’s tilting train services use a command-driven system in which the required
tilting angle is ordered by a signal from an accelerometer on a non-tilting part of the
preceding vehicle (or front passenger vehicle), with a simple tilt angle feedback controller
locally ensuring that each vehicle tilts to the indicated tilt angle [8,9]. This approach, also
known as “tilt with precedence”, entails using preview tilt data from the vehicle that came
before it while applying enough filtering to mitigate the impact of track abnormalities
on the tilt command signal. By removing the tilt-information-related sensor from the
control-loop, tilt with precedence essentially aims to address the performance difficulties of
“nulling”-type techniques. At present, industrial practice acknowledges the preview tilt
strategy, although it can be complicated due to the fact that the train must reconfigure when
the train direction is changing. It has proven to be challenging to provide the front vehicle
with a good performance. It is worth mentioning that GPS systems are occasionally utilized
to deliver the “when-to-tilt” (preview) instruction using track database data, although
signal quality communication problems, delays, and tunnels may impair the operation and
increase complexity [6,7,10]. It should be noted that the control of tilting railway vehicles
forms a particular category of railway suspension system control, and other categories
exist; for example, the more traditional skyhook-type control in railway vehicles [11], or
the more rail-related operational control, i.e., the cruise control of multiple trains [12,13].
This paper strongly contributes to the former category.

A number of previous studies on tilt control do exist in the control literature, i.e., the
reader is referred to [6] on active anti-roll bar tilt control, [9] on state-space and estimator-
based tilt control, and [14] on multi-objective genetic-algorithm-tuned fuzzy tilt control;
however, they do not study robust tilt control. More recently, [15,16] studied the utilization
of fractional methods in advanced tilt control design. Robust control design has been a very
popular area of research but is mostly followed in non-rail-related domains, with many
examples seen in the control literature, i.e., [17–20]. While the work in [21,22] explored
H-infinity robust tilt control design, it mainly concentrated on mixed H-infinity/H-2 control
and reduced-order H-infinity robust control (neither examined detailed optimization-based
robust H-infinity tilt controller design nor ways of utilising the non-minimum phase
characteristics of the model in the robust control design). Here, we present a novel yet
simple way of designing an optimized robust H∞ tilt controller (with no preview) via a
twofold method: (i) using the non-minimum phase design model and (ii) proposing a
factorized design model version with the non-minimum phase characteristics treated as
uncertainty (the proposed approach also provides useful insights on the performance level
achieved from the various model/uncertainty representations). To the best knowledge of
the authors, this is the first time that this approach has been proposed for the non-preview
tilt control problem. The tilt control performance trade-off (deterministic vs. stochastic)
is appropriately taken in account via the cost function in the optimization and relevant
constraints. Both frequency-domain and time-domain (simulation) studies are used to
evaluate the controller performance in a rigorous way via detailed simulations.

2. Vehicle Modeling and Design Considerations

The choice of a simple tilting train setup with a single actuation capability, i.e., an
active anti-roll bar (ARB) with tilt (roll) actuation only, suffices for the purposes of this
work (although there are other tilt mechanisms (see [9]), we emphasize the control design,
which can be transferred to other tilt mechanisms). The end-view diagram for such a tilting
train setup is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. End-view of the tilting vehicle structure.

The modeling of ARB tilting vehicles has been discussed previously in [14,15,21,22],
and we employed the mathematical representation presented in [22]. It is worth noting
that the dynamic model takes into account the servo-dynamics characteristics of typical tilt
actuators (tilt command to applied tilt transfer function). This was included to incorporate
a realistic actuator bandwidth capability with parameters chosen to provide a 50% level
of damping and a bandwidth of 3.5 Hz (corresponding to a typical dynamic behavior of
railway tilt actuator systems).

It is noted that, for analysis and robust control design, the linearized model with an
acceptable approximation was used in this paper. In practice, the model will have a form of
nonlinearity, depending on what kind of details would be considered, i.e., tilt action from
horizon and/or nonlinear actuator dynamics, etc. In terms of the overall roll angle from
horizontal (cant + expected tilt), the angle does not exceed 14–16 degrees (due to the link
of safety limit for cant elevation and also the allowed tilt angle). The mathematical model
used in [22] can be arranged in the usual state-space form.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bww(t) (1)

Note that the state vector, control input, and exogenous input vectors (t) in
Equations (2) and (3) are dropped for simplicity.

x =
[

yv θv yb θb ẏv θ̇v ẏb θ̇b θr δt δ̇t yw ẏw
]T (2)

u = [δti], w =
[

CR(1×2) C`0 (1×3) Cy0 (1×2)

]T
(3)

where vectors CR(1×2), C`0 (1×3), Cy0 (1×2) include the track curvature, track cant, and track
lateral irregularity input components, respectively. Refer to Appendix A for parameters’
definitions (as well as their values). As mentioned above, for a more rigorous explanation
of the state-space model, the interested reader can refer to [22].

2.1. Track Inputs for the Vehicle

The low-frequency track disturbance (deterministic track input) and the lateral track
irregularities (straight track misalignments in the lateral direction referred to as stochastic
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track input) are the track excitation (exogenous) inputs. In particular, the stochastic track
input velocity spectrum is represented by (4):

ṠT( ft) =
(2π)2Ωlv2

ft
(m/s)2(Hz)−1 (4)

where v is the vehicle speed (m/s) and ft is the temporal frequency.
Hence, the lateral track velocity represents a filtered “colored” noise input that rolls

off asymptotically at a rate of 20 dB per decade with temporal frequency. For simulation
purposes, the lateral track roughness was set at Ωl = 0.33 · 10−8m, which represents a
typically medium-quality rail track structure condition.

The intended geometrical layout of the rail track is where the deterministic track
(curved track disturbance) originates. Civil engineers created this to make sure that it will
have the desired impact on passenger comfort. Notably, the deterministic track in tilting
trains relates to curved sections of the track segments with measurable curvature (R−1, R
being the curve radius from a virtual inwards curve centre). In order to minimize the effect
of the centrifugal forces felt by the passenger, the track was canted to rotate the vehicle
inwards. During the curve transitions, the rates of cant and curvature change linearly but
settle on a steady-state curve; refer to Figure 2.

Figure 2. Deterministic track profile representation.

The misalignment dominant spectral characteristics of the lateral track position vari-
able appear at a higher frequency compared to the deterministic input characteristics (but
not high enough to be considered completely decoupled). Additionally, the ideal tilt action
command is provided by the control input (processed via the actuator servo). For more
details, the reader is referred to [9,23].

For simulation and assessment purposes, the track profiles with 60% tilt compensation
for curved and straight track irregularities can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. The track test profiles used for simulation and assessment.

Tilt Compensation 60% Units

deterministic (curved track)
maximum cant angle θo{max} 6.00 (degrees)
maximum curve radius Rmax 1000.00 (m)
transition length 145.00 (m) @ each end
track length 1200.00 (m)

stochastic (straight track)
track roughness Ωl 0.33 × 10−8 (m)
track spatial spectrum ST Ωl/ f 3 (

m2

(cycle/m)

)
track length 1200.00 (m)

2.2. Non-Minimum Phase System Arising from Non-Preview Tilt

Early tilt control design tried to satisfy the full passenger lateral acceleration on
a curved track, which proved unsuccessful from a passenger motion sickness perspec-
tive [8,23]. Hence, only a portion of tilt was compensated for and the solution was labeled
“partial-tilt compensation”. This partial-tilt scheme compensation within 60–75% (of lateral
acceleration on a steady curve) is provided by the measured acceleration signal and vehicle
body roll angle (tilt). This scheme feedback control setup is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Partial nulling tilt compensation control feedback setup.

The output signal used for feedback control is the so-called effective cant deficiency
(which forces the partial-tilt compensation) given by

θ′dm =

(
−λ1

ÿvm

g
+ λ2θ2sr

)
(5)

where ÿvm is the passengers’ perceived lateral acceleration, as determined by an accelerom-
eter on the body c.o.g (6), and θ2sr is the secondary suspension roll angle (7).

ÿvm =
v2

R
− g(θo + θv) + ÿv (6)

θ2sr = θv − θb (7)

The parameters λ1, λ2 in this work were selected to provide 60% tilt compensation
on a steady-state curve (i.e., λ1 = 0.6, λ2 = 0.4, respectively, if bogie roll-out is neglected).
Note that, in practice, due to the stiff primary suspensions, the bogie roll-out only has a
limited effect and can be safely neglected for control design purposes.

From a control-theoretic point of view, the scheme represents a typical single-input–
single-output (SISO) structure. The design (nominal) model transfer function is given
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by (8). The full mathematical modeling of this transfer function representative can be found
in [22].

The nominal model transfer function in (8) represents the dynamic relationship be-
tween the output Y(e.c.d) and the control input ∆(t−i).

Where Y(e.c.d) is the 60% compensation effective cant deficiency and ∆(t−i) is the ideal
control tilt angle.

Yecd(s)
∆t−i(s)

=
Nt(s)
Dt(s)

(8)

The numerator of the transfer function is given by

Nt(s) = 27531(s − 29.36)(s − 6.02)(s2 + 66.91s + 1066)(s2 + 7.65s + 24.44) (9)

and the denominator

Dt(s) = (s + 23.2)(s2 + 1.38s + 17.44)(s2 + 5.11s + 88) . . .

. . . (s2 + 22s + 483.6)(s2 + 29.15s + 4.9e3) . . .

. . . (s2 + 4.83s + 15.9e3)(s2 + 41.73s + 28.4e3) (10)

The above transfer function refers to the nominal model.
An important point is that the non-preview tilt approach suffers from control band-

width constraints due to the existence of non-minimum phase (NMP) zeros in numerator
Nt(s). These arise due to the location of the suspensions (and the suspension interactions),
relative to the centre of gravity and the center of tilt, and the roll angle contribution (from a
portion of the gravitational force) measured by the lateral accelerometer. More details on
the exact nature of such NMP zeros can be found in [16] and other applications in [24,25].

2.3. Parametric Uncertainty Information

Prior to discussing the approach of setting up the design models for control, we present
realistic uncertainty of the vehicle parameters. Four plant perturbations (in addition to
the nominal model) were chosen. Table 2 presents the uncertainty details (the variation is
relative the nominal model); note that the nominal model is denoted as ‘P0’.

Table 2. Perturbed (uncertainty) plant cases.

Plant ID Perturbation

P1 20% body mass increase
P2 20% body mass decrease
P3 20% decrease in dynamic body mass and 40% (20%) decrease (increase) in

secondary suspension damping (stiffness)
P4 20% increase in dynamic body mass and 30% (20%) decrease (increase) in

secondary suspension stiffness (damping)

2.4. Design Models for Control

Three alternative plant families are proposed here regarding the modeling for control. As
mentioned earlier in the vehicle modeling, the nominal transfer function Gp(s)= Nt(s)/Dt(s)
includes a pair of NMP zeros. We present the three representations in a rather developmen-
tal way, useful for enabling a better understanding of the level of robust control design in
the sequence.

Πi : Gpp(s) = Gp(s)(1 + Wi(s)∆i(s)) (11)

Gp : Gp(s) = Gmp(s)(1 + Wuz
∆ (s)∆uz(s)) (12)

Π̄i : Ḡpp(s) = Gmp(s)(1 + W̄i(s)∆̄i(s)) (13)
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The first representation, i.e., Πi, comprises the parametric uncertainty in the form of
multiplicative uncertainty (the nominal model is the one that includes the NMP zeros).
The second representation Gp presents a factorized model form whereby the NMP zeros
are mapped into equivalent multiplicative uncertainty (the virtual nominal plant here
includes only the minimum-phase portion, i.e., labeled Gmp(s)). The frequency response
for both models are illustrated in Figure 4. The third representation Π̄i presents a factorized
model whereby both the parametric uncertainty and the NMP zeros are included in a
bulk multiplicative uncertainty form (again, the virtual nominal plant here includes only
the minimum-phase portion, i.e., labeled Gmp(s)). The reason for proposing the above
representations is rather straightforward and essentially addresses the way that the choice
of the uncertainty formulation impacts robust control design in the non-preview tilt (in fact,
the multiplicative uncertainty weight enters robust stability considerations). In this context,
note that Πi is the normal representation that a designer would employ in a robust H-
infinity mixed sensitivity design, and Gp facilitates exploring whether the conservativeness
of mapping NMP zeros into multiplicative uncertainty provides a good enough solution
(without considering further uncertainty in the first instance). Π̄i represents the most
conservative representation (with the overall bulk uncertainty form).

Here, we looked into the way to factorize the nominal model into a minimum phase
(MP where no non-minimum-phase zeros are included) and the non-minimum-phase zeros
as multiplicative uncertainty bound. The feedback setup for this multiplicative uncertainty
model can be seen in Figure 5a–c.
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Figure 4. Frequency response of NMP original and of MP factorized TFs.

The transfer function plant G(s) in Equation (12) can be rearranged as

G(s) = Gmp(s)Gallp(s) (14)
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Gallp(s) is an all-pass transfer function (comprising the NMP zeros) and can be ex-
pressed in the form of multiplicative uncertainty, as in (12), directly.

Kinfty Gnmp

controller

Wi ∆i

nominal nmp
design plant

−

Πi

(a)

Kinfty Gmp

controller nominal mp
design plant

−

∆nmp
iWnmp

i

Gp

(b)

Kinfty Gmp

controller nominal mp
design plant

−

∆̄iW̄i

Π̄i

(c)

Figure 5. Feedback setup with multiplicative uncertainty. (a) The plant family Πi for the NMP system
model. (b) The factorized nominal NMP model. (c) The overall uncertainty control feedback setup
for nominal minimum phase (MP) model.

Recall that ∆(s) is any stable transfer function where ∆(jω) ≤ 1.

W∆(jω) =
−j70.76ω

(176.7−ω2) + j35.38ω
(15)

The magnitude plot of this particular case of multiplicative uncertainty bound covers
the NMP zeros of the system and is presented in Figure 6.

The design approach introduces some conservativeness by representing the NMP
zeros as multiplicative uncertainty (nominal), Gmp(s).

Note that the two NMP zero frequencies’ bandpasses are where the uncertainty
is located.
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(a) NMP portion shown as multiplicative uncertainty bound
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Figure 6. Consideration of model factorization.

3. Robust Control Design

The tuning of weighting functions in the H∞ mixed-sensitivity controller in the opti-
mization process was implemented using f mincon() in MATLAB.

The optimized minimization problem by imposing ride quality degradation as a
constraint is given by

minimize
W1 W2

f (x) = PCT standing

subject to < constraint = rqd ≤ 7.5% >
(16)
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The design problem regarding obtaining a model-based controller Kin f ty(s) is pre-
sented in Figure 7. This presented framework is designed to meet several control require-
ments, such as closed loop stability, a good tracking or disturbance rejection performance,
and robust stability in the presence of modeling uncertainties in the model. Here, H∞ mixed
sensitivity was applied on both NMP plant transfer function (Gp) and the MP factorized
transfer function (Gmp), which is different to what was addressed in [21]. The multiplicative
uncertainty bound for the complementary sensitivity, T, has already been obtained for the
Gmp case.

P

Kinfty

[w][z]

uy

controller

generalized
plant

Figure 7. Generalized regulator setup for the H∞ mixed-sensitivity design.

The nonlinear optimization via different weighted choices is presented in Tables 3 and 4.
For P2x NMP and P2x MP cases in Table 4, only W1 is obtained via optimization while W2 and
W3 are fixed. W3 is Wδ for the NMP (nominal plant Gp) model case and WδMP for the MP
(factorized plant (Gmp)) model.

The sensitivity frequency weight, W1, in Equation (17)’s second-order transfer function
formula was introduced by [26]. WB∗ represents the maximum frequency bandwidth, M is
the maximum peak of sensitivity (S(jω)), and A is the maximum steady-state tracking error.

The initial value for W1 parameters was obtained from the PID design in [15]. The
upper and lower bound W1 parameter value for both the NMP and MP model was chosen
to be a decade above and lower for optimization purposes.

W1 =
(s/(M(1/2)) + WB∗)2

(s + WB ∗ (A)(1/2))2
(17)

The expected range of W2 in all cases (initial values and fixed level values) was
obtained via previous work in [15]. Four (4) cases with different values of fixed W2 and W3
for both Px2NMP and Px2MP are presented in Table 4. The values of W2 used here are 0.75,
0.5, 0.1, and a high-pass filter, respectively, and W3 is Wδ. Keep in mind that W2 was used
as a high-pass filter introduced here for completeness following the work by [21].

Table 3. Minimization approach identifiers and weight sensitivity parameters (transfer function) for
H∞ mixed-sensitivity optimization (note: rqd denotes ride quality degradation).

Minimization ID W1 W2 W3

P1NMP
s2+1.317s+0.4337

1.255s2+0.06102s+0.0007416 0.9355 not used

P2NMP
s2+3.06s+2.341

2s2+0.1374s+0.00236 0.7047 Wδ

P1MP
s2+0.8792s+0.1932

1.311s2+0.03184s+0.0001933 0.5338 not used

P2MP
s2+1.063s+0.2823

2s2+0.06721s+0.0005646 0.309 WδMP
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Table 4. Minimization approach identifiers and weight sensitivity parameters (transfer function) for
H∞ mixed-sensitivity optimization for Px2NMP and Px2MP with fixed W2 and W3 (note: rqd denotes
ride quality degradation).

W2N MP W1N MP W2MP W1MP

W2 = 0.75 s2+3.033s+2.3
2s2+0.1356s+0.0023 W2 = 0.5 s2+0.972s+0.2362

1.2s2+0.03367s+0.0002362

W2 = 0.5 s2+2.579s+1.663
1.972s2+0.1145s+0.001663 W2 = 0.1 s2+1.4s+0.4899

1.813s2+0.08429s+0.0009799

W2 = 0.1 s2+0.818s+0.1673
2s2+0.0413s+0.000213 W2 = 0.05 s2+1.407s+0.4949

1.851s2+0.08562s+0.0009898

W2hp f
s2+2.219s+1.231

1.212s2+0.09887s+0.002016

4. Nominal Performance Analysis

The full-order H∞ mixed-sensitivity controller performance on the nominal model for
P1NMP, P2NMP, P1MP, and P2MP is presented in Table 5. The table clearly demonstrates how
the design is progressing and how the conservatism induced by taking the MP plant into
consideration, together with the related uncertainty, affects the design. In fact, the results
for the NMP plant are significantly better than the previous analysis presented in [21].
Time-domain lateral acceleration plot responses can be seen in Figure 8. The conservatism
of the MP model designed as compare with NMP model can also be proven in the frequency
plot in Figures 9–12.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Lateral acceleration plot for P1NMP-(α) and P2NMP (β) (a), P1MP(η) and P2MP (ψ) (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Open loop (a) and closed loop (b) complementary sensitivity (T(jω)) and sensitivity (S(jω))
plots for P1NMP case.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Open loop (a) and closed loop (b) complementary sensitivity (T(jω)) and sensitivity
(S(jω)) plots for P2NMP case.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Open loop (a) and closed loop (b) complementary sensitivity (T(jω)) and sensitivity(S(jω))
plots for P1MP case.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Open loop (a) and closed loop (b) complementary sensitivity (T(jω)) and sensitivity
(S(jω)) plots for P2MP case.

Tables 6 and 7 show the result for the nominal performance of Px2NMP (NMP case) and
Px2MP (MP case), respectively. A value of ride quality trade-off below 7.5 can be achieved
with W2 values of 0.75 and 0.5. The controller design with MP cases, however, shows a
much higher PCT performance resulting from imposing extra conservativeness on the MP
model. This is proven from the sensitivity plot shown in Figure 13 for the Px2NMP W2 = 0.5
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and Px2MP W2 = 0.1 case. Px2MP W2 = 0.1 shows a very narrow gap between S(jw) and
γ/W1 in Figure 13.

Table 5. H∞ Mixed-sensitivity controller performance assessment with the different time-domain
optimization approaches.

Deterministic (as Per Given Units) P1N MP P2N MP P1MP P2MP

Lateral accel. RMS deviation (%g) 2.194 2.064 2.921 3.474
Peak value (%g) 11.434 10.137 12.476 14.388

Roll gyro. RMS deviation (rad/s) 0.024 0.024 0.031 0.033
Peak value (rad/s) 0.118 0.124 0.127 0.114

PCT-related
Peak jerk level (%g/s) 6.495 6.279 8.025 7.933
Standing (% of passenger) 48.703 46.41 57.359 58.672
Seated (% of passenger) 13.029 11.912 15.737 16.832

Stochastic (acceleration %g) @58 m/s 1

Ride quality Tilting train 3.059 3.052 3.063 2.914
Degradation (%) 7.413 7.166 7.55 2.331

Performance Margins

Freq. resp.

Gain margin (dB) 8.306 6.243 8.475 10.607
Phase margin (deg) 52.682 44.513 41.083 57.123
Bandwidth (rad/s) 1.25 1.23 0.809 0.723
‖S(jω)‖∞ 1.625 1.952 1.993 1.535
Gamma γ 1.3139 1.3221 0.8409 0.6412

1 Ride quality for non-tilting train if running at the higher speed = 2.848%g.

The tilt performance for fixed W2 for the remaining system identifiers Px2NMP, Px2MP
is presented in Tables 6 and 7. The proposed robust design for this case shows that
the best result is obtained from the NMP case, though the MP case gives a consistent
tilt performance.

Table 6. H∞ Mixed-sensitivity controller performance assessment with the different fixed W2 values
for Px2NMP case.

Deterministic W2 W2 W2 W2
(as per Given Units) 0.75 0.5 0.1 HPF

PCT-related
Peak jerk level (% g/s) 6.29 6.674 9.004 7.140

Standing (% of passenger) 46.341 48.706 66.045 52.106
Seated (% of passenger) 11.902 12.786 20.138 14.124

Stochastic (acceleration %g) @58 m/s 1

Ride quality Tilting train 3.056 3.032 3.062 2.957
Degradation (%) 7.306 6.462 7.52 3.840

Performance Margins

Freq. resp.

Gain margin (dB) 6.142 7.484 15.858 8.540
Phase margin (deg) 44.19 48.263 65.457 52.718

‖S(jω)‖∞ 1.974 1.736 1.195 1.596
Gamma γ 1.294 1.112 0.623 1.446

1 Ride quality for non-tilting train if running at the higher speed = 2.848%g.

From the control theoretical point of view, if the γ values obtained are larger than 1, the
desired specification in the stacked requirements is not precisely realized. However, it is not
a crucial point in this case since the controller design in the optimization process presented
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in this paper prioritized the tilt control performance rather than just the obtained value of
γ. For completeness, sensitivity plots with respect to γ/W1 are illustrated in Figure 13.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Sensitivity (S), complementary sensitivity (T), and γ/W1 plot for (a) Px2NMP W2 = 0.5;
(b) Px2MP W2 = 0.1.
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Table 7. H∞ Mixed-sensitivity controller performance assessment with the different fixed W2 values
for Px2MP case.

Deterministic W2 W2 W2
(as per Given Units) 0.5 0.1 0.05

PCT-related
Peak jerk level (% g/s) 7.647 7.638 7.671

Standing (% of passenger) 56.884 56.451 56.595
Seated (% of passenger) 15.964 15.897 15.973

Stochastic (acceleration %g) @58 m/s 1

Ride quality Tilting train 3.062 2.961 3.022
Degradation (%) 7.497 3.971 6.120

Performance Margins

Freq. resp.

Gain margin (dB) 8.689 10.299 10.508
Phase margin (deg) 55.339 55.307 55.538

‖S(jω)‖∞ 1.827 1.585 1.559
Gamma γ 0.9130 0.6869 0.6752

1 Ride quality for non-tilting train if running at the higher speed = 2.848%g.

Controller Reduction and Robust Performance Investigation

Since the H∞ controllers used here were model-based, the controller order achieved
from the optimization design tended to be large (can be up to 18th order in this case and
differs for each case). Following the same controller reduction method as that presented
in [15], we briefly provide controller reduction results here. It can be concluded from
Figure 14 that the PCT and ride quality performance trade-off are still maintained up to a
seventh-order reduction for all cases.

The controller must meet both nominal and robust stability requirements in order to
guarantee the robustness of the system’s performance. Note that, in order to achieve the
control specifications, one should strictly talk about performance rather than just stability—
though here we only refer to bounds for stability. We offer a straightforward method for
expressing multiplicative uncertainty as the parametric uncertainty on the actual design
transfer function (including NMP zeros). While the case in the previous Section 4 was easily
obtained analytically, here, the bound was obtained in the form of an envelope covering a
wide range of frequency responses.

Here, four choices of plant perturbation, including nominal plant P0, were used for
robust performance analysis, i.e., refer to Table 2.

We offer a succinct discussion on robust performance based on the reduced controllers
that were produced. The reduced controller order used for robust performance analysis
here was the eighth order based on the analysis performed in Figure 14. In addition, note
that only six (6) “best” cases are presented here.

The results of the eighth-reduced-order controller on the robust tilt performance of
for all six cases are given in Tables 8 and 9. It can be said that, for all chosen cases, the PCT
factor performance is maintained for all four (4) plant uncertainty cases of P1, P2, P3, and
P4. The worst ride quality degradation is maintained below 15% for all three MP models
(P1MP, P2MP, and P2xMP) on the P1, P2, and P3 plant due to the extra conservativeness of
the MP model. However, the MP model P1MP cannot maintain a below 15% worst ride
quality degradation performance for the P4 uncertainty plant. In fact, P4 is the worst
plant uncertainty case since the NMP model shows an unstable performance on this plant.
Although the robustness of more conservative controller designs tends to be better, they
may fall short of the expected improvement in nulling-type tilt control performance (which
should be as close as possible to the performance provided by a tilt with a precedence
equivalent).
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P1NMPP2NMP

P1MPP2MP

Figure 14. Controller reduction and performance trade-off for H∞ mixed-sensitivity cases. The blue
line represents PCT factor of standing passenger, the red line represents ride quality degradation.

Table 8. Robust performance for PCT standing for 8th-order H∞ controller.

Case P0 Nominal P1 P2 P3 P4

P1NMP 48.674 49.965 50.264 50.606 51.688

P2NMP 46.535 46.196 48.957 57.200 47.904

P2xNMP0.5 48.816 49.583 49.910 50.230 50.662

P1MP 57.392 59.567 55.362 55.571 63.388

P2MP 58.682 62.161 59.943 60.860 65.678

P2xMP0.1 56.667 59.831 58.944 59.765 63.196

The results obtained (for the nominal models) via this proposed robust controller
approach compared to the ones obtained by [21] are much improved (esp. the PCT factor
for P2xNMP0.5, P2NM, P1NMP; note that the ride quality is a constraint, i.e., should be ≤7.5%,
and is not the primary concern to optimize: the deterministic response is the primary
point to address and optimize). Note that the best PCT obtained in [21] is approx. 51.7%.
In addition, the work in this paper studied the robust performance in detail. Similar
conclusions can be drawn comparing the results to the ones obtained in [22] (PCT obtained
is approx. 62%). A direct comparison is possible as the track excitation input (deterministic,
stochastic) is the same in all cases.
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Table 9. Robust performance for ride quality for 8th-order H∞ controller.

Case P0 Nominal P1 P2 P3 P4

P1NMP 7.241 29.453 14.539 36.730 unstable

P2NMP 6.966 24.418 22.475 92.808 unstable

P2xNMP0.5 6.210 15.509 17.379 35.497 69.424

P1MP 7.527 14.288 4.581 4.168 29.282

P2MP 2.403 5.866 −0.481 −1.253 10.002

P2xMP0.1 4.372 7.692 2.698 2.137 13.244

5. Conclusions

This paper rigorously studied optimized H∞ mixed sensitivity in tilt control design in
the context of a single-input–single-output control framework. In particular, the impact
of the proposed controller in a nominal and multiplicative uncertainty plant of both an
MP and NMP model was presented and compared. The detailed nominal and robust
performance of H∞ mixed sensitivity in both a nominal and multiplicative uncertainty
plant was illustrated via simulation results. The robust controller design was followed via
a twofold method: (i) using the non-minimum phase design model and (ii) proposing a
factorized design model version with the non-minimum phase characteristics treated as
uncertainty. Rigorous analysis provided useful insights in selecting the best tilt controller
to obtain a trade-off between the nominal performance and robust performance. While
this work addressed tilt control design, the proposed approach can be applied to active
suspension of a similar nature and other applications exhibiting non-minimum phase
characteristics in their representative model.
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Appendix A. Variables and Parameters List

yv, yb, y0 Lateral displacement of body, bogie, and railtrack (m)
ẏv, ẏb, ẏ0 Roll rate of body, bogie, and railtrack (m/s)
θv, θb Roll displacement of body, bogie, and actuator (rad)
ffit, ˙ffit Applied tilt (rad) and tilt rate (rad/s)
R−1, ˙R−1 Curve radius rate and acceleration
θ0 Rail track cant, curve radius (rad)
θr Airspring reservoir roll deflection (rad)
v Vehicle forward speed (tilting: 58 m/s)
mv Half body mass, 19,000 (kg)
ivr Half body inertia, 25,000 (kgm)
mb Bogie mass, 2500 (kg)
ibr Bogie roll inertia, 1500 (kgm2)
kaz Airspring area stiffness, 210× 103 N/m
ksz Airspring series stiffness, 620× 103 N/m
krz Airspring reservoir stiffness, 244× 103 N/m
crz Airspring reservoir damping, 33× 103 Ns/m
ksy Secondary lateral stiffness, 260× 103 N/m
csy Secondary lateral damping, 33× 103 Ns/m
yw, ˙yw Bogie kinematics position (m), rate (m/s)
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